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Components 

Fixing Materials 

Brackets (Black or Grey) 

Aluminum Bars (Front & Middle), Rear Plates, Edge Strips) 

Solid Polycarbonate Sheets in 

Rolls (Clear, Bronze or Blue) 

Self-tapping 
Screws 

Anchor  
(Coach Bolts) 

End Caps 

Connectors 

Bolts & Nuts  
for Clamping 

Middle Bars 

Front Bars 

 

Edge Strips 

Rear Plates 



1. Locating the Brackets on the Wall 

 

2. We provide robust 14mm anchors (rawl bolts, 2 anchors a bracket) as in the picture above 

(left). Depending on the wall type, some customers use 90mm M8 stainless steel coach bolts 

with M8 penny washers in order to bush out the space between the bolt and the bracket's fixing 

holes. We recommend you use PVC insulating tape on the drill bit to measure the depth of the 

anchor bolts. Drill into the wall precisely 47mm deep  because the bracket foot is thick. 

3. Set the drilling locations by placing the notched rear plate onto the wall. With a pencil, put 

marks on the wall where the notches are, as this is where the brackets will be fixed. Use a 

plate(wood or plastic etc) to draw and make two bracket holes on it and put it on the wall.  

1. You will need: Drill (ideally cordless) with 14mm Drill bits (and smaller ones for initial 

drilling), Correct Size Ring Spanners, Screwdrivers, Set Square or Ruler, Pencil, Utility Knife, 

Ladder, Gloves (optional) , Rubber Hammer (optional), Spirit Level 

 



2. Fitting and Assembling the Whole Unit 

 

4. Fix the brackets to the wall by drilling the marked holes with a 14mm drill 

bit only by 47 or 48mm deep into the wall and then using a spanner to 

tightly fix the bracket to the wall. 

5. Position the rear plate sliding back into the now fixed bracket opening the 

bracket top, and insert the middle support bar(s) and front bar through 

each bracket (it helps to use a rubber hammer). 

6. Slide the solid polycarbonate sheet into the brackets from the front, 

making sure it inserts into the end of rear plate. Then carefully insert the 

sheet into the front bar and securely clamp the bracket using the nuts and 

bolts supplied.  

7. To finish off, use the supplied self-tapping screws to tighten the top of the 

bracket, the sheet and the middle bar together just to take extra care that 

the whole structure does not rattle. Place the edge strips at the edge of 

the polycarbonate sheet and the black caps on either end of the tubes. 

Installing The Canopy Perspex: 
 
Carefully unroll the perspex onto a clean flat surface & remove the protective plastic film from both 
sides. Be careful not to scratch it. 
 
Ensure that the bracket tops are raised. Now using two or more ladders & with the necessary 
assistance slide the perspex onto the brackets & into the slot in the rear channel. Once done 
carefully raise the perspex slightly in the middle of each bracket so that it can be slid into the large 
hole at the front edge.  
 
Next slide the front channel through from either the left or right end bracket ensuring that the 
perspex slides between the slot in it until the front channel is fully located through all the brackets. 
Again there should be the same amount of metal channel at both ends of the brackets. Close the 
brackets & fit the bolts & nuts to lock them shut. 
 

 
Perspex fitted into the brackets & front & rear channels. Note the black end trim strips & sealant 
on rear channel where it meets the wall 
  



FAQs 

• It is possible to apply waterproof sealant or flash band on any potential gaps 
(i.e. between the wall and the brackets). Normally no gaps in between. 

• For canopies larger than 1,500x 5,000mm, extra support side bars on the 
walls at each end or extra wiring on the wall side can be supplied optionally. 

• We can supply special middle bars(for free) that fit LED tube lightings. The 
LED lights themselves are supplied separately. Standard 1M LED light strip 
is normally 30GBP including power box and cable.  

• The carvings of the front bar can easily be detached using pliers, so the 
front bar can function as a gutter. 

• Installing larger sheets (5m+ long) may require 2-3 people to lift, as they 
come in one single long sheet as a roll. Installation may take 4-5 hours in 
total depending on the size.  

• Connectors and caps are always pre-fitted to the bars.  

• Do not forget to place the two edge strips on the edges of the sheet and 
always tighten the whole structure using the self-tapping screws in order to 
complete installation. 

• Please feel free to contact us for large sized, stand-alone, full arch shape 
canopies with ground posts (for garden shelters, car ports, storage sheds, 
kiosks, greenhouses, conservatories etc.) 



1.5x 7.5m; Single Sheet Canofix 
for Large Garden Doors 

 

Front Bar Easily  
Convertible into Gutters 

 

Extra Support  
Side Bars 

Canofix 1x2m for Front Doors Canofix 4x6m stand-alone  garden  
shelter with 4 pillars and 2 bridges 

LED tube lighting on Canofix 



Canofix® Canopies are Suitable for: Front Doors, Windows, Entire House Walls, External  
Staircases, Garden Doors, Garden Shelters, Storage Sheds, Car Ports, Kiosks, Greenhouses, 
Conservatories and Much More!  


